
 

 

 GE Findings on preliminary IRM study Database 
  
1 Load data: The assumption matrix says NYCA’s load for 2013 should be 33,696 MW while the 

data has 33,927 MW modeled.  
   GE used an incorrect load shape.  Their results matched ours when the correct Load 

Shape was used. 
2 Non-wind units: EnXco Solar is modeled as 11.35 MW, but the assumption matrix calls for 13.1 

MW. FIT (Feed-in-tariff) is modeled as 14.73 MW, but the assumption matrix calls for 17 MW.  
   Solar units peak in August.  Total solar equals 61.6 MW 
3 Maintenance: The assumption matrix called for 50 MW of scheduled maintenance during the 

summer period. The actual scheduled maintenance modeled during the peak week was 60.2 
MW.  

   The maintenance value is a nominal 50 MW.  We select units that will approximate       
the 50 MW on summer maintenance.   

4 New Wind: Marble River was modeled with 215 MW during July, while the assumption matrix 
called for 216.3 MW.  

   Marble River – we used the Gold Book value of 215.  Assumptions Matrix (AM) has 
been updated. 

5 Existing Wind: 1351 MW of wind was modeled during July, while the assumption matrix called 
for 1368.6 MW.  

 Not all the wind farms peak in July.  Thus there is a nominal 20 MW difference in the 
MWs output.  Our spreadsheet calculation accounts for the difference in the reserve 
margin calculation. 

6 Wind: 1566 MW of wind in total is being modeled during July, while the assumption matrix 
calls for 1585 MW.  

   Not all the wind farms peak in July.  Thus there is a nominal 20 MW difference in the 
MWs output.  Our spreadsheet calculation accounts for the difference in the reserve 
margin calculation. 

7 Existing Solar: 27.3 MW of solar is being modeled during July, while the assumption matrix 
calls for 31.5 MW.  

 Solar peaks in August. 
8 New Solar: 26.08 MW of solar is being modeled during July, while the assumption matrix calls 

for 30.1 MW.  
 Solar peaks in August. 
9 Capacity Sales: We were unable to identify the capacity sales being modeled.  
   Resolved through discussions.  No impact. 
10  Interface Limits: In the assumption matrix, West Central lists 1770 MW as a positive direction 

limit. We were unable to identify any way to make this rating apply based on the input data.  
   The model has been changed to allow this low load transfer limit.  A subsequent run 

found no impact on the IRM. 
11 Interface Limits: In the assumption matrix, Volney East lists 4857 MW as the limit in the 



positive direction. This interface is modeled with a limit of 5675 MW in that direction.  
   Volney East is modeled as 5675 in the RNA.  The drawing has been updated. 
12 Interface Limits: In the assumption matrix, Zone D to Cedars is listed as a 1 MW limit leaving 

NYCA. This interface is modeled with a limit of 100 MW in that direction.  
   Non-issue.  There is no load (>1 MW) being served in the Cedars bubble 
13 Interface Limits: In the assumption matrix, Capital Hudson Valley is listed as a 3450 MW limit in 

the positive direction. This interface is modeled with a limit of 3475 MW in that direction.  
   Capital Hudson Valley is modeled as 3475 in RNA.  The drawing has been updated. 
14 Interface Limits: In the assumption matrix, Y49/Y50 is listed as a 530 MW limit in the negative 

direction. This interface is modeled with a limit of 344 MW in that direction.  
   The issue of this rating has been resolved.  The limit remains unchanged at 530 MW. 
15 Interface Limits: The interface PJM to G + PJM to J is modeled, but is not described in the input 

assumptions.  
   It is shown on Attachment E1 as an joint interface used to monitor flow 
16 Special Case Resources: In the assumption matrix, the July 2013 SCR MWs should be 1437. In 

the model, the July SCRs are 1716 MW. (The June SCRs are 1437 MW, and the amounts by zone 
shown for June are consistent with the amounts shown in Attachment F).  

  July values should be 1437.  Correction in database made. 
17 EDRP Resources: The assumption matrix states that both July and August will have a total of 

14.4 MWs of EDRPs modeled. The August value in the model is actually 14.8 MW.  
   Forecast Registrations grow in August.  The AM has been changed to reflect this. 
18 Other EOPs: Step 3, 5% manual voltage reduction, is listed as 66 MW in the input assumptions, 

but is modeled as 63.5 MW.  
   The zonal load multipliers are different because of the peak load difference (see 

finding #1).  This has been resolved as a result of the finding #1 resolution. 
19 Other EOPs: Step 4, thirty minute reserve to zero, is listed as 600 MW in the input 

assumptions, but is modeled as 765 MW.  
   The AM has been updated to include the increase in reserves due to the Nine Mile 2 uprate. 

The 30 minute reserves were increased to 655 MW, while the 10 minute reserves were 
increased to 1310 MW. 

20 Other EOPs: Step 5, 5% remote voltage reduction, is listed as 486 MW in the input 
assumptions, but is modeled as 477 MW.  

  Resolved with finding #1 resolution. 
21 A line in the MIF exceeds 132 characters 
   The corrected MIF has not impacted the results 
 


